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Letter from the editor 
Students can give teachers a lesson in pride 
By Andre Rooks, Managing Editor/Editorial, Whitney Young 
A s I stood on the fifth floor, in front of the glass doors of the office of the mayor, amongst all of the teens protesting the public school budget crisis, I couldn't help but feel the electricity flow through my body. Never before had 1 seen so many young men and women, my age, get together and protest for a noble cause - their 
education. At that point, I could feel nothing but admiration and pride for these teens. 
Although it is not always evident, pride is something that all teens strive toward. On page 3, we have a story about a 
young man who has enough pride in himself to stand by his conviction not to 
lose his virginity, despite what others may say or think. 
Taft High School quarterback Marcus Stennis (profiled in Sports, p. 23) 
wouldn't let a paralyzed anT' stand in his way. And our crisis wrapup on page 
4 includes a story on three high school seniors who had enough pride in 
themselves to believe that by organizing protests and voicing their opinions, 
they could make a difference in the crisis outcome. 
Before I went to cover the crisis protests for New Expression, I was 
beginning to think that Jackie Vaughn and the teachers in the union were 
just being greedy and it was their fault that the schools weren't open. But, 
after attending the protest, I 
realized I had gotten caught up 
in the hype surrounding the 
school crisis. Unfortunately, in 
speaking to a couple of teachers, 
I feel they have, too. 
Before the scheduled start of 
classes Sept. 8, many of the 
teachers I know seemed wary of 
the treatment they would 
receive from the school board 
and the state legislature but 
Taft quarterback Marcus Stennis teaches us what 
hard work's all abouJ, p . 23. Pictured with 
Stennis, (second from left) are teammales (/·r) 
Steve Williams, Juli(JII Winters, (JIId Kevin 
KarboraJor. Photo by Nicol~ Davis, Photo 
Editor, K~nwood Academy 
were determined not to let it affect their stand on the issues directly affecting them. 
Now in the third week in October, their attitudes seem to have changed from 
vindication to apathy. They seem to have succumbed to the pressures urging them 
to greatly compromise their position. 
CPS studeftls tau their protests to the struts, p . 4. Photo by Nicol~ 
Davis, Photo Editor, K~nwood Actukmy 
It deeply saddens me to think of the 15,765 teachers who voted "Ye~" on the 
Oct. 21 referendum to accept the new contract that borrows Sl 10 million from 
their pension .. that's 64 percent of CPS teachers. It shows that they have essen-
tially given up on their beliefs and hopes to be paid and treated like the true 
professionals they are. 
One last bit of advice, teachers. If you feel that you must vote" YES" , simply 
to tend to the needs of your students, remember that the easiest way to learn is to follow someone's examples. Show us that 
rewards for all of our toils are worth waiting for. Don't forget that our most valuable lessons aren't learned in a classroom. 
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To Do Or Not To Do... Sex Is The Question 
Male virgin says his answer is No 
By Erica Milltr·Mahin, City Editor~ews, Kenwood Academy 
"Male Virgins": the term sounds unfanuhar, as tf 
describing something from the anc1ent past. This, 
however, is not the case. At least for Keith James. 
Keith is a 19-year-old virgin and he is not afraid to 
say so. "It's something that is hke, 'Oh, I have long 
hair,' or 'Oh, this is my favorite color'; 'Oh, l'm a 
virgin.'" 
He is not strongly devoted to any religion. He 1sn't 
necessarily waiting for marriage. He JUSt wants to wait 
for someone he loves. Keith feels that to lose his 
virginity he would have to "be in a relationship with a 
girl or woman where I could open myself up that 
much." Otherwise, he says, laughing, "it would have 
to be a woman with ASTOUNDING seductive Ktitlt ltlJ'Ms 
ability." 
life that they thmk that he should just "do it and 
get n over with." However, Ke1th believes that 
his vtrgmny is not as much of an issue in his life 
as they seem to belt eve. "Sex 1sn 't the ftrst thing 
on my mmd butll's there, somewhere, lurking m 
the shadows." 
At th1s pomL, Ke1th feels the worst is over, 
because he now IS secure enough to admit that he 
has not had sex w1thout worrymg about his 
peers' reaction. However, he does remember a 
ume when he would hsten to other guys brag, 
and feel uncorrtfonable at not havmg anything to 
say. Now, less ruuve about the truth of those 
stones, and not as concerned about rece1vmg 
acceptance from tus fnends, Keith feels I 00 
percent more confident. 
Contrary to the stereotype, Ke1th's openness about his v1rginity has not made 
him an outcast. He even goes as far as to say that orne of h1s fncnds admire n. 
However, others believe that v1rgmny has become o much of an i ue in his 
After all, to some people Keith IS hvmg proof that orne things arc 
v.onh walling for. As one former girlfriend said, "He's got a really mce ~ 
body .... REALL Y good body." 
G t , 
---~-----i # 
(\ 
What students say about the school crisis 
Anh Lu,Von Steuben: " The programs 
th1s year are really screwed up, especially 
from the 50 mmute classes .. I tried to drop 
Contemporary Amencan H1story, but my 
counselor wouldn't let me She ~a1d there 
were people who (d1d) not even have pro-
grams yet and (were) waiung m the audito-
rium to get one and that I would have to stick 
With it. 
Paul Urbina, Amundsen 
:"Classes are too long and they're 
becoming larger because 
many teachers were cut. I 
think about 29 were cut in 
my school." 
~1m 
school crisis for me IS JUSt 
added pressure.. Wonder-
ing whether or not we'll be 
in school next week, will 
we graduate on ume, as if 
dealing with our future, 
financial aid, exams, and clas~es, 
wasn't enough pres11ure." 
Jeffery Robin~on, Crane: " . .50 
minute( classes) is kinda good because we 
have ume to learn a lmle b11 more, hut . I 
don't think 1t IS good to cut out study 
penodsbecause it makes the school I ibrary 
useless and we need a break. The new 
' 
schedule also makes our lunche~ ovcrcro .... ded 
bccau~c v.c now have only tv.o lunch 
penod " 
Gino Ridley,Westinghou~·"Wc got60 
people m one cia s. and m gym we got 111 
There are three counselors for about 1,500 
students. It's cool w1th me my chedulc 1s 
proper." 
Tamakbha Burden, 
Orr: "My schedule wa~ 
completely off from the 
classes I wa\ supposed to 
get. but I rushed to get 
my program 
t-hWlgcd,bccausc I'm not 
g01ng to let a linle change 
m the school system 
affect my future " 
Latoya Thomp\on, 
Hubbard: 
" I lost an accounting 
class that could've led to a scholarslup. We 'a• 
the future of Amem;a and we're bt·1ng 
deprived of our eduatwn by the lcgisluturc as 
if we don't CXISI 
·By Slllf! wrilm l'ouu,., 11/UUvd, Ktllwood,Cult/1.11 
l'o11du, Whi111ty You11~i KtllfMI Sukcluvtllphotll, Vo11 
Stlllbtlli Noltir V41tfutt, CltiiUIIIt 
Congratulations to Chicago's National 
Achievement Scholarship Program semi· 
finalists! 
A.,..anJ~. for a' much a.' a one-time pa)ment 
of 2,000, an: u.,..ard~ Afm.m Amencans 
b~don 
PSAT~ore!-, 
UlJdCIDICS and 
rccorrunend<.~tlons. 
Kenwood: 
Leland Cross~ lJJ\1 
Elhgan, Llncen 
Foster; GrJd) 
Murdock, hek1ka 
Ramsc) 
Lincoln Park: 
f'.. aomi Beck .... i th; 
Rashida Lnth.m; l.Xrust• PendletOn 
MorllJln Park: 
Jam1ln Carnngwn. Ton) Jones 
U of Chicago Lab School:Angl'la ~mold; 
Jason Campbcll, Sefu D.tw~on, DJIIIl'lll' 
Sh~·rrod 
Whitney Young: 
N<1f1s Abdullah; R C.uson, Sharyon Culbl•r,on, 
H11abeth Fdton; J,unlla ht'lldl: Gl'llt'VlC\ l' 
Gonn1~wl, Jasamint• !light, lknn lluntlll , 
Makolm Jal'kson, R.tl'l Jnl·kson, Tukoi JarTl'tt, 
Rrand1 Kennl'r; rbonr}' t ofton, Andrl' Ross, 
Dwuelk Snuth, A nedra Wmfrt'); Paul Wnght 
J 
Don't see 
enough of 
vou or vour 
.. . 
school? 
Then tell us 
What's Up! 
New 
Expreulon is 
looking for 
correspondents 
from all the 
Chicago public 
high schools!!! 
What's Up! 
is New 
L---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expr ul n's 
link to )'OU! 
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Students send out an 'SOS' 
... Save Our Schools 
By Raven Hll~ Starr Writer, Morgan Park High School 
1: the midst of budget negotiation_s, contract agree~ents, and_ a s~hool shutdown, one voice was muffled. It was the collective vo1ce of many Ch1cago Pubhc high school students who were unwilling participants in a game of politics. A voice that was not heard ... until recently. 
Led by Lakeview High School senior Valentina Gamboa, Whitney Young senior Matthew 
Williams, and Amundsen senior Damien Gaytos, some 400 Chicago High school students make up 
Students Organized to Save Schools (SOS).Tile group formed to express students' thoughts on the 
school crisis. 
· PractiCally every year 
thNe lmve been the same 
old strrke threats ... and cycle 
of mismanagement and 
negligence. Others w11l have 
to deal w1th these same 
ttungs. lm fighting for those 
people. · 
In late September, a teachers' rally at the Daley Plaza 
included a good representation of students from high 
schools, including Lakeview, Hyde Park, Curie, Julian, 
and Marshall. Word of mouth brought more than 300 
students to the next protest, at the State of Illinois building 
Sept. 23 and 24. 
During the first sit-in, students held a forum on the 
problems at their high schools and discussed what they 
could do about them. 
Matthew Williams Williams, one of six teens who discussed the school 
crisis with the governor's spokesperson, felt he patron-
ized them 
"He tried to portray himself as the good guy," Williams said. "He was like, 'Cute kids. You're 
doing a good job'." Williams thought he was trying to steer them toward blaming the Board of 
Education, Chicago Teachers' Union, and Mayor Richard Daley and not the State Legislature. 
However, both Williams and Amundsen senior Gaytos feel the root of the problem is indeed the 
state government and the legislators are the ones who must provide an answer. "lf they were giving 
a fair share of what is needed, we would not be in this crisis," Williams said. He said a permanent 
funding solution is complex but essential. 
Gaytos feels the current school crisis has been in the making since Daley's father was in 
offlce."It's (the system) been going down ever since," he assencd. He hinted an answer to the crisis 
might come if more money was put into schools instead of unnecessary items, like street repairs. 
Williams sees many reasons why SOS is needed. 'The obvious one is the future ... I've spent 12 
years in the system and practically every year there have been the same old strike threats, budget 
cuts, and cycle of mismanagement and negligence. Others will have to deal with these same things. 
I'm fighting for those people." 
Gaytos says he wants to show people students care and SOS is not just about retrieving a few 
classes. 'The students don't see art, music, and dance classes as extras. They are interested in these 
classes." 
Gamboa heard that some Lakeview seniors won't graduate because missing required classes. 
" For most, night school isn't realistic," she said. 
Future plans for SOS include establishing a central chapter with branches at each Chicago public 
high schools. Williams is compiling a voting record showing the state legislature's votes on every 
major issue for the past five years. 'This way the students who will be of voting age next year will 
know who has their best interests at heart," he said." More pressure is on the state legislature if they 
know they will be kicked out of office by the ones they serve." 
What the Save Our Schools position paper says 
Stated Objective: We, the students of the Chicago Public 
Schools, are organized and commmed to lnsu~ng we 
receive 1 well·rounded, high-quality educaton enabling us 
to become competent and C0111>8tHive In the Mure 
workforce. 
lAsses to students, according to SOS: 
1) lost advanced placement, gifted, aro remedial courses for 
raising achievement levels aro ircreasing college opportunity. 
2) Lost vocational shop programs trat assisted in preparing 
the future workforce of America. 
3) lost student options regarding course electives and extra· 
curncular acitivities in areas such as bus1ness, computer 
technology 1 aro fine arts. 
4) lost teacher supervision aro securi ty in ron-dassroom 
area such as hallways, lurchrooms, and entrances. 
5) Lost time lor 1roivldual 1nstrucbon because of 1ncreased 
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class s1ze. 
6) lost bme tor needed attention ~om counselors. 
7) Lost cruc1al study bme in study halls. 
8) Lost instructional time in lab science, vocational 
srop, and other courses lasting two class periods. 
What the paper calli tor to address thtM needs: 
• To return to '92·93 program schedules. 
• That the State ircrease scrool turoing from 32 
percent to the majority of fund1ng (Save Our Scrools 
roles that while Illinois is the seventh richest stale in the 
U.S., it ranks 47th in how much furoing goes to public 
sehools). 
• The balarced budget requirement must be eliminated 
because of its racist overtones. 
These students' efforts have been s~dighted in Tribune 
wnter Mary Schm1ch's column; art1cles in the Lerner 
neightx>rhood newspaper, and the Ch1cago Defender. 
ve: 
students protest during rush hour traffic 
in hopes of shutting down the Loop; 
ChicagoaiiS swarm the State of Illinois 
building; Whitney Young High School 
students demoiiStrated at their school , 
went downtown, to the Mayor's office to 
protest the CPS crisis, Photos by Nicole 
Davis, Photo Editor, Kenwood 
OVERLOAD ON COUNSELORS 
By Chante Spann, Staff Writer, Morgan Park 
"Oh no, I'm not overloaded," says the counse-
lor. The phone rings. He has a five minute 
conversation. Then, he excuses himself to do 
something. When he comes back, he and the 
student are interrupted by a faculty member 
bringing in some papers. Now the student has 
been in the counselor's office about half an hour 
- she had to wait to get in, in the first place-
and her questions have hardly been answered. 
The above scenario presents what many 
students say is a growing problem--that making 
critical decisions about a high school career 
means going to a counselor, but the counselor 
has no time. 
Eric Newburn, a senior at Robeson High 
School, says, "It's too many students for 
counselors to deal with and they cannot anend to 
individual problems." So what, then? 
Many students said they get the anention 
they need and receive good counseling. It's just 
getting their foot in the door that takes so much 
hard work. After all, at some schools counselors 
double as security guards, lunchroom attendants, 
or have two classes of students to cover for 
retirees who have nOt been replaced. 
Teachers even see the stress of the student 
population on counselors. In some schools, 
division teachers must program students for 
the following year. Traditionally this was the 
job of the advisor so as to be certain that the 
students take all required classes for gradua-
tion. Jim Adduci, a high school and juruor 
high school teacher at Morgan Park High 
School says, "Too many students are assigned 
to each counselor. They need more personal 
service and other projects could be initiated." 
Many advisors and pupils place the fault of 
the high school student-to-teacher ratio on the 
Board of Education and/or funding. 
Chris Clark, a junior at Chicago High 
School of Agricultural Sciences says that more 
counselors are needed "because the counselors 
can't help all students at the time they need to 
be helped." Toya Lay, a junior at Whitney 
Young high school remarks that schools are 
overcrowded, and now there are even less 
teachers to contribute help. She feels that the 
counselors do the best they can under the 
circumstances. 
Wally Martin, a junior counselor at Morgan 
Park high school says, "What I'm noticing this 
year with the 50 minute classes and no study 
halls is that students hardly have time to see 
counselors. Don't give up." 
Opinion 
The Gaijin that looks Japanese 
By Aki Tobei 
Bradley L'ninrsity 
My mother, a third-generation 
American who was only an infant at 
the time of World War II, was an 
Amencan citizen placed in a U.S. 
concentration camp with her family 
during the war. Even though her 
country refused to accept her (and 
the rest of 
those interned) 
between Japan and Amenca, 
Japanese-Americans such as me are 
often caught in the middle. In 
America, we arc v1ewed as greedy, 
rich and manipulauve (a Ia the 
recently-released Scan Connery-
Wesley Snipes film, "R1smg Sun"). 
In Japan, we are lazy Gatjins" and 
are not accepted as Japanese people. 
Two very different pomts of v1cw. 
two very 
cilfferent 
as American. 
her family still 
stood at 
anention every 
morning and 
pledged 
allegiance to 
the American 
flag with tears 
streaming 
down their 
faces. Her 
loyalty lay 
with America. 
It would be pointless 
to say that we are 
American or that we 
are Japanese. How 
can we be either if 
neither is willing to 
accept us for who we 
are instead of who we 
are not? 
countnes. 
So, say 
Japanese 
and Amen-
cans alike, 
what can be 
done about 
thl ? 
Nothmg, 
unle you 
are wilhng 
to change 
your own 
ways. It 
would be 
pointless to 
My father, a 
Japanese 
citizen, enlisted m the Japanese 
military as a kamikaze pilot during 
World Warn. He was 15 years old. 
His loyalty lay with Japan. 
I am the product of two enemies. 
I'm not an American. 
And I'm not Japanese. 
What am I? I'm what the Japanese 
call a "Gaijin." Gaijin in the sense 
that to them, I am nothing but an 
American; but to the Americans, I 
am nothing but a Japanese. 
Gaijin m Japanese means for-
eigner. 
That's what I am in the eyes of 
Japan. 
That's what I am in the eyes of 
America. 
I'm a gaijin that looks Japanese. 
With the ever-increasing rift 
say that v.e are Amcncan or that we 
are Japane e. How can we be c1thcr 
if ne1ther one will accept w, for who 
are instead of who we arc not? How 
can we respect Amcncans if they 
call us "Japs" to our face and expect 
us to do nothmg about ll because 
thlr is "their country"? And how can 
we respect the 
Japanese if they expect us to be 
submissive to them while m Japan, 
because that IS "their counli) "? 
In the words of Bono. of the group 
'U2', "We arc one, but not the 
same." We arc Japanese. We arc 
Americans. But, m the same way, 
we are not. 
Face it. We are Japanese-Ameri-
cans. 
Gatjins that look Japanese. 
Scrapbook 
My biracial heritage is a source of pride 
By Vera Clemons 
Washington High School 
My sister Ann and I are b1rac1al youths - our father IS 
black and our mother IS while. We live in a world where 
color shouldn't matter, but ll does. Bemg faced w1th the 
problem of rac1sm, we soon 
learned ways to overcome 
the reactions of others. 
and I were frustrated and were trying to decide what·to 
do when we were approached by the woman in charge. 
She asked us what the problem was. The lady at the 
desk explamcd to her that we were btraclal and were 
trymg to figure out what to put down. The woman m 
charge looked at us and said 'What's your father?" 
My SISter decided to answer 
''My father IS an Amencan 
man.' The lady, who wasn't 
Then one day, we came 
across an mc1dcm that had us 
do something we didn't want 
to do -- choose our race. We 
were applymg for a JOb, and 
the form asked us to p1ck a 
How could they tell me to 
pick one (race) when I'm 
expecung this answer, then 
rephrased her quesuon. What 
race is your father? We told 
her, "black:.'' She yelled loudly 
to the lady at the desk, ''Put both? · 
race. What should we do'> 
What hould we p1ck? 
We looked to see 1f there v.as a choice of ~other" or 
maybe a "btrae~al " cho1ce Smcc there were two form 
.,., 1 th th1 s que uon, my mter and I 
checked 'white' on one form and 
'black on the other. We wondered, 
'Why do they need thl) mformauon?' 
'What 1s th1s for'>' Can they ask us 
th1s?' Hov. could they tell me to 
pick: one when I'm both? To me. ll' 
hke telling a person to p1ck wh1ch 
one of his/her natural parents 1 most 
1mponant when the} arc equal!} 
important 
The'e que uom rcm.uncd 
unans.,.,ered unul v.c brought the 
them down for black." 
We asked the lady 1f we 
couJd put down both races. 
She told us no. '.1. e couldn t put down both races, 
because it wouJd mes up the1r count. That didn't make 
sense, because v.e already messed 
up the1r count when.,., e put 'white on 
one form and 'black' on the other 
form. 
Bcmg btracial is a wonderful thing 
"'hen )OU don't have to choose 
betv.ecn }Our race . Havmg to 
~:hoose can be the v.orst thmg you 11 
have to do m }Our hfe. If color 
doesn't matter, why IS there a count? 
the lady at the front desk. who told 
us we had to choose. Ann and I v.erc 
Vua C/~motU Photo by Marrtus 
Caamtc, Loyola Uni-,; 
Hun, t the word describmg how 
th1 m<.1dcnt made me feel and how I 
sull feel v.hen ll cro ses my mmd. 
Th1~ lad) told me that m} , ... te stdc 
doesn't matter. It matters tor· ' 
Do you love NE? 
Do you hate it? 
Write us and tell us all 
about it! 
Letters to the Editor 
C/0 Youth Communcations 
70 E. Lake Suite 815 
Chicago II. 60601 
IAre you pregnant? 
1
Do you have a child? I 
Do you have questions or opinions 
regarding teen pregnancy? 
Write Laticha and Zenobia and see 
what Momma Said. 
C/0 Youth Communcations 
70 East Lake Suite 815 
Chicago II 60601 
Win cash prizes with NE's Essay Contest #2 
$225 in 
prizes! 
tFirst prize: $7 5 
Second Prize: $50 
Third pize: $25 
Teachers of 
tvvinners $25 
Winning entries will be 
published in January's New 
Expression. 
Frequently you must fill out 
forms which ask you to state 
your race. In the Scrapbook 
article on p. 5, the author 
writes of the pain this question 
poses for the biracial teen. 
This month's essay question 
asks whether fonns should 
include an "other" category? 
Should the race question be 
eliminated completely or 
should it remain for the 
purpose of addressing 
affinnative action issues? 
Your essay should be written 
so that it would persuade a , 
person creating these forms to 
use your approach. 
HintS: Argue for only one 
approach. Give reasons for 
your opinion. Make sure your 
ideas flow in a logical order. 
Keep it under 250 words. 
The deadline for entries is 
Decembe; 3, 1993. Excerpts 
from winning enrries will be 
published in the January 1994 
issue of New Expresswn. 
Enrrants must be 19 years or 
younger. Send typed or neatly 
printed entries with: 
• Your name 
• Home address 
• Phone number 
• Age 
• School 
• The name of your rea her 
who gave you New 
E pression to: 
Writing Conte~~ 
NewExpression, 70 F. Lake 
St. Suite 815 
Chicago. IL 60601. 
Contest funding is 
pnn ided throu~h a grant 
from the 
Polk Bros. Foundation--A 
Chicago Concern 
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Got Any thoughts you 
wanna express to the 
public? Then submit 
your poetry short stories 
and prose to: 
NEthoughts 
70 E. Lake 
Suite 815 
chicago II, 60601 
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Rando111 Shots 
Vanessa I/ ill and Dorian Warren 
of Ken wood show off their school 
spirit '60s style during their 
homecoming spirit wee/c. Photo by 
Nicole Davis, photo editor, 
Kenwood Actukmy • 
olrlma Said 
How to let your parents 
know you are pregnant 
By Laticha Alltn, Stlllf Writer, Hyde Park Career Academy ...: 
One of the hardest parts of coping with the beginning The longer you put telling them off, the more complex the maner ~ of a teen pregnancy is letting your loved ones becomes. Besides, parents aren't stupid. You will change in a '; know. And in most cases, your parents arc the most matter of weeks. And if you're seeing a doctOr, your parents (if £ 
imponant, yet hardest to tell people on the planet. they're anything like mine) will notice inconsistencies m your .~ ... ,.,. .... ~,. 
Jn my Case UuS was the hardest parL What made it that schedule and habits. It will Only make malleTS WOT~ If your a 
much more difficult to confess was the fact that m; parents pregnancy leaks out from a source other than you. And remember 
knew I had so many aspirations and potential. Getting rou can't get a medical card (Medicaid) w1thout your parents' 
pregnant would shatter all of our dreams for me. proof of mcomc, and insurance, to get prenatal care, wh1ch IS 
Secondly, 1 had a younger sister who I had to set an essential to the health of you and your baby (see next month why). 
example for. Even if your parents can afford to cover your medical needs on 
Though circumstances vary from person to person, there arc their msurance program they have to knov. about your condition to 
basic steps that may lessen the tension. submit ;our clrums. 
1) First, get reliable pregnancy testing. 4. E~atuatewhat }OU feel your parent5 ' reaction will be. 
There's no sense in getung yourself and your famil; upset You knov. hov. your parent.\ feel about thJs sub;ect. So usc 
due to a false alarm. And while expcns have been noung an d1screuon. When r found out that l was pregnant 1 ~ne"" that .,., hen I 
increased reliability of at-home pregnancy tests, those tests told m; mother she ""ould mo.tlikd) knock me out cold (wtdcr-
cos; anyv.here from S6.99 to S23.99. Why spend the mone)' ,t.andabl>) So, LOll 1dering tht~. I wrote nl) rr.om <~note rutd lcf: the 
if there are reliable tesung fac1liues you can go to for free'~ The room. Th1 "'a} 'he could la!-h out at the fumuure m tcad of me. 
Southside Pregnane) Ceruer on 65th and Kedzie is where I After she calmed down -.orne, then "'c t.alked. In rctro,!Xct, my 
went, a:rxll recommend them. If )OU hve m the Loop area. mothers sa}S that I v. as \CT) V. L'-e to do It that '.I. a). 
you can be tested at Family Planning Associates, 659 W. 5. After choosing a plan, execute it. Go to the "Courag~ Store." 
Washington Blvd. Northstders can get tested at the Amencan stock up, and bring 11 home. It 11.on't be cas}. but )Ou'll fed bcner 
Women's Medical Center, 2744 N. Western. when 11'. over 
2. Sit down with the father of the child and come to 6. F..xp!Bin cle~rl) what )OU ha~e decided and a.'Jk) our 
terms about choices and possible alternatives. parent5 for sugg~tions. Look past the lecturing and commuruc.ate 
Before you tell your parents you should have some tdca of w1th them. Your parents have your best mtcrcsts at hean and arc 
what you want to do and what's best for you. Parents under- the pe.ople that you'll need most dunng th1s ume. Bc~ides, they've 
standably wtll try to impress thetr vtews upon you. but their been around a"' hile and ""ill know t.hing that will be valuable to 
ideas are not always what is best for you. you. 
3. Don' t put telling them off 
Keeping a good relationship with 
your parents (after the mistake) 
By Zenobia Hunt, StarT Writer, Bo~en 
W ell gals, listen up. I am 15. I have a 9-month-old -daughter. I'm still in school and I have a great relationship with 
my parents (RIGHT). 
It's not so bad (YEAH RIGHT). Really, it's not. You JUSt have 
to keep a clear head and not let anyone put a cloud over your SW1. 
After all it's your life as well as the one you choose to bring in this 
world. 
How you are going to get along with your parents really all 
depends on what "type" of parents you 
have. 
to do this? I mean, Josh ts a really great kid (Ha Ha Ha Ha) 
Funny tsn'tlt. 
l guess I have l and 4 or maybe 4 and 3, 4 for my Mom, 
and 3 for my Dad. When I say 4 referring to my mother I 
mean she's more like a fnend than a parent. I c&U1 talk to 
her about anythmg (mcluding sex). I also trust her more 
with my daughter Emon. because she's a female as well as 
a mother . Don't get me wrong, 1 don'tjust shove Emon in 
her face (well, at l,.ast not all the time). 
This is something !.hat you should never do 
1f you have "Type 1 =I DON'T CARE", 
you're in BIG trouble, you get called names 
or not spoken to at all. If you have "Type 
2= I DON'T CARE "TOO MUCH" you're 
OK. Let me explain. they care but don't 
Even I know 
when to to step 
in as a mother 
because it just might backfire and you'll either end 
up with a horrible relationship or no relationship at 
all. Even 1 know when to step mas a mother. Like 
on the weekends, that time is VERY, VERY 
1mportant to parents. l guess you could call it 
"QUALJTY TIME''. They JUSt love it; 1 know my 
c.are. Usually the ones like that are either 
divorced or a single parent. They would like to do more, but what? 
If you have Type 3= DON'T EVEN THINK ABOUT IT!!!!! 
Well... I don't think that one needs any explanation. 
Type 4= THINK ABOUT IT, RUT TALK TO US Fl RST The 
most loving, caring parents you could ever dream of. 
(Small case scenario) "Arc you sure, honey? Sure that you want 
mother docs. On the other hand my Dad well... urn ... 
he likes to take control of ANY situn.tion, even with Emon. 
There arc ccnain things 1 can't do, ltkc wking Pmon w tht• 
park when"!" want to. Don't get disc.:ouraged at first. If 
things get rough at home just sweat it out. aflt'r all, parents. 
like diamonds, arc forever. 
Zenobia H Wl1 givu her support to o:pectanJ teen /'1Wther 
Lat 1cho Alien 
In most cas.~s your 
parents are the 
most important, yet 
hardest, ones to tell 
Options for teens 
who can't stay at 
home 
By Zenobia Hunt, Staff Writer Bo~en 
W ell, lad1e . if }ou're pregnant, or already have a bab) (ltke me) l'm almo t urc thnt )OU had some d1fficult) ""1th )OUT 
parent . Well, that' wha) I'm here. l have greru 
news. You're not alone. There are others, and 
p[eoplc who know what ;ou 're going through. 
There's lots of thing !.hat come ""lth being pregnant 
and 1 know you would rather not hear your 
parent(·) }·ell at you about bcmg pregnant. You 
don't \\.anna hear that; you figure, I'm gT0\\11. I ha\C 
a baby, I'll leave h1s/her hou.se. 
Rut on~.Ce you ·re out th~re \\ tth your baby or 
s~vcn months pregnant, }OU . tan to thmk. where am 
1 gorma go? Well, Sister Conme of t. M.anin 
DcPorrc . at6423 S. Woodlawn, ays they teach 
you tht• basics of gcuing a job. but first off the) 10 
tO get > t1U bnck "'ith ) our parents If th:.it fails. tht•n 
the) teach ) ou how to care for 'our duld and hm' 
to do for your ~o:htl d They basc1all) do what .. yo 
momma'' v.ould do. If) ou decide tn leave home, 
don't go to u frwml' s house. Go solllt''' hetc, ""ht'H' 
yuuL·an get help. Possibhtit•s includl': 
• fhe Madonna Center, 1114 W. Gral't', has .1 
~:ouplc of spcciul p1 ogram for pregnant tt•ens and 
young mothers. Givt' thl'm u ,·allnt 472-J3·B f01 
spt•cifJl' mfonnution. 
• I! you atl' 18 to ~ 1 ) t'<ll s old. ) ou can grt tl'lp 
lrom the Greenlit'ld-Robinson Trun~ililHHJI Li ' in~ 
Center, lORI N. Mux\ ell. Tht• phone number IS 
4~1-4888. 
Tnlk to ya stxm! 
- -
I 
• 
I 
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Junk food can trash 
your body 
By Erica Miller-Mahin 
City Editor/News 
Kenwood Academy 
MSend Jenny • was urally skinny, but she never been happy with 
her appearance. Every once in a 
while, she v.'ould become depressed, 
and go on some new fonn of a diet. It 
was usually something like not eating 
anything except grapefruit, or nothing 
but water. Then, she would give up 
on the diet and go back to eating. 
But when she wasn't on a diet, 
she • d only eat junk food. Her hair 
became stringy and greasy with split 
ends, and her face was always 
breaking ouL She missed a lot of 
school days because she always felt 
so weak. 
Most teens might not even realize 
the way their diet is affecting them. 
Ten out of 10 students interviewed 
said that they had not noticed any side 
effectS from their poor eating habits, 
but then, when asked, admined to 
chronic headaches, backaches, and 
sleepiness. 
Many teenagers said their problem 
wasn't so much eating too much junk 
food, but not eating enough of 
anything else. This led to stiff, achy 
muscles, and most often, a feeling of 
weakness and being tired all the 
time. Though most said they slept 
about eight hours a night, one girl 
said "''d get exhausted just doing 
nothing" before she began to eat 
better. 
Often. traits that teenagers take 
for granted as things that they 
cannot change are merely the results 
of a faulty diet. One senior said that 
she rarely ate, and that, when she 
did, it tended to be jUnk food. After 
not eating all day, she spoke in the 
lifeless tones of someone who had 
undergone extreme physical stress. 
Dietary guidelines 
Breads, rice, cereals, pasta: 6 to 11 servings 
Vegetables: 3 to 5 servings 
Fruits: 2 to 4 servings 
Milk, yogurt, cheese: 2 to 3 servings 
Meats, poultry, fish, beans, eggs, nuts: 2 to 3 servings 
Sugars, fats and oils: use sparingly 
Source: The Food & Nutrition Service 
of the United States Department of Agriculture 
She said she was "really sick of 
school". that she was thinking that she 
didn't "want to go to college," and 
described herself as "lazy". The 
depression she seemed to be suffering 
from vanished, however, as soon as 
she ate. 
Linda Summers, a registered 
dietician, said that one's diet has 
"everything to do with your state of 
mind." Summers goes on to say that 
those with poor nutrition have less 
energy and concentration, as well as 
a weakened immune system. This 
mearts that the worse you are eating, 
the more likely you are to fre-
quently catch the flu and colds. 
Martel Bufford, a senior at 
Kenwood Academy involved in 
many extracurricular activities, admits 
his diet is definitely lacking, and feels 
that this is especially hard on him as an 
athlete. "It (not eating right), slows you 
down··. Martel also says that he suffers 
from stomach cramps, head and back 
aches, and fatigue in addition to a lack 
of energy. According to Summers, 
teens should always eat more if they 
are exercising regularly. 
Side effects of a poor diet are more 
than just tmcomfortable. They 
become obstacles. Many of the teens 
interviewed mentioned that they had 
difficulty staying awake in class and 
Ten out of 10 students 
interviewed said that they had 
not noticed any side effects 
from their poor eating habits, 
but then, when asked, admitted 
to chronic headaches, 
backaches, and sleepiness. 
at work. They also mentioned a 
tendency toward moodiness and 
boredom. 
There are more serious aspects as 
well. Cancer, Heart Disease, and 
Diabetes have all been linked to poor 
diets. Most teenagers think that these 
diseases can't happen to them, or at 
least for 20 or so years. Unfortu-
nately, that's just about as real as the 
tooth fairy. Even if it was moreso, no 
one writes down in their yearbook 
"have a heart attack" as one of their 
goals for the future, so why work at 
having one? 
Improving one's diet doesn't 
mean surviving on rabbit food alone. 
That's not a healthy diet either, 
although a little of that stuff wouldn't 
hurt, considering a study done by 
the U.S.D.A.'s Human Nutrition 
Information Service indicates that 
about 25 percent of school - aged 
children sometimes do not eat 
vegetables at all. What is a healthy 
diet though, is a combination of 
foods, in reasonable moderation 
eaten each day. In fact, says 
Summer&. "You can eat more if you 
eat the right things ... and your body 
will love you." She suggests that 
teens have at least three meals a day 
in addition to one or two snacks. 
Who knows, you may just be an 
undernourished American Gladiator. 
NORTHWESTERN BUSINESS COLLEGE 
BUILDING THE CONFIDENCE TO SUCCEED 
Our teachers are working P R 0 F E S S I 0 N A l S who know the ropes from the inside out. They not only 
can TEACH you what you need to know, they can teach you how to succeed. They know what it was like 
to start out and so does Northwestern Business College. That's why we offer fINANCIAl ASSISTANCE and a 
j o b p l a c e m e t1 t program second to none. If you're interested in a great IFUTUHE,I we 
can make it happen in just two years! Even less for a diploma . So check out our list of careers and give us a call. 
The s U C c E s s you want is easier than you think . 
• Accounting 
·Computers 
• Secretarial 
• Paralegal 
• Travel and Airlines 
• VVord Processing 
• Medical Assisting 
Call today for an appointment to visit one of our two campuses. 
• Business Administration 
• Fashion Merchandising 
• Hospitality Management 
Chlcogo Compu s: 4829 N . Lipps Ave .• Chicago. IL 60630 PH . BOO 396·56"13 
Hi c kory Hill s C o mpus: 8020 VV. 87th St .• Hickory Hills. IL 60457 PH . BOO 682·9"1"13 
NBC h • condldate for accre dit at ion with North Ce ntral Au ocl atlo n o f Colle g u and School s 11991 1 and Is accredited by tho Accrediting Council for lndependont Colleges and Schools . 
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Customs may have been 
a Uttle rough, but the rest 
of your journey will more 
than make up for it. So 
lace up your hiking boots 
and flU your canteen; the 
best is yet to come. 
• The Field Museum • 
--
or many years people clung to the myth that Africa was filled with savages 
roaming through jungles. Now the Field Museum of Natural History shows the 
truth about a continent rich in diversity, culture and heritage. How? In a 
15,000-square-foot exhibit dedicated solely to Africa, in a largely community-
based effort that was five years and $4 million in the making. 
Let Youth Communication Is teen reporters guide through this permanent display. 
We'll take you to Africa as we see it and challenge you to find Africa for yourself. 
We guarantee that the Africa Exhibit will force you to reconsider everything you 
"think" you know. This is the only passport you'll need .... 
PASSPORT 
Af.RtCA 
Why Youth Communication/New Expression is doing this supplement G37 /Youth Communations 
Media presentations and simple observation prove that the American public knows little about Africa. More disturbing is that 
what many people think they know about Africa is appallingly incorrect. As teen ogers from orou~d Chicago, w~·ve noticed .that t~is 
misinformation is shockingly apparent on television, in the newspaper. and In our classrooms.Yet. 1nstead of pass1vely occeptmg th1s 
ignorance as a fact of life. eight teens spent six weeks this summer collecting information. conducting interviews. and composing 
stories about the Field Museum's new Africa Exhibit. We came together as a cooperative effort between Gallery 37 .the Deportment of 
Cultural Affairs' summer arts project for teens. and Youth Communication. the nonprofit publisher of New Expression . Our objective is 
to encourage our peers - and others - to seek the truth about African life . its culture, people. and topography. We got a lot out of 
the experience and we hope to pass some of our newly acquired knowledge on to you.So, ln conjunction with Gallery 37, Youth 
Communication proudly presents Pa11port Africa. We hope you find the reading of it as interesting as we found the making of it. 
Project 
Africa 
Staff 
-Michelle Caswell 
Gallery 3 7 Students 
Brendan Brown 
Michelle Caswell 
Vincent Hill 
Mario Kidd 
Ed Luclous 
Jessica Olson 
Michael Raclla 
Pamela Wilkerson 
Advisers 
Jeff Favre 
Charles Whittaker 
Passport Afriro 
Otto Gonzalez Jr. 
Special Projects/Graphics 
Coordinator 
Photo by Maritess Caamic 
This insert was created by eight high school-aged writers employed by Gallery 37 . Chicago's award-winning summer employment program for 
Chicago teens 14-21 which provides on-the-job arts training . Administered by the Department of Cultural Affairs. Gallery 37 completed its third ond 
most successful summer ever. employing more than 500 apprentice artists over nine weeks. Student salaries were funded by Mayor Daley's Summer Jobs 
for Youth Program of the Mayors Office of Employment and Training and private contributions. Gallery 37 is made poss ible by a public/private 
partnership between the City of Chicago. 15 private and non-profit arts organizations. and numerous corporations and foundations. 
This supplement was 
made possible by a 
grant from the 
Joyce Foundation 
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IT'S A COMMUNITY EFFORT 
Thirty students, hundreds of visitors and volunteers helped developers launch the Africa Project 
By Mario Kldd 
In March 1988, 30 fifth graders from across Chicagoland met at 
the Field Museum for what they thought was a typical field trip . In 
reality, they were about to embark on a great experiment. For 
the next five years. they would help exhibit developers and cura-
tors at the Field Museum find out what the general public, espe-
cially teenagers, knew and wanted to know about Africa. The 
young reseachers' findings would affect development of the new 
Africa Exhibit, a $4 million, 15,000-square-foot project completely 
dedicated to African history. geography and culture. 
The project Is unique not only for its size and scope (no other 
museum In the country has dedicated so much space solely to 
Africa). but also for the Involvement of the students and commu-
nity leaders who helped determine what went Into the exhibit. 
Nearly 1 ,500 people participated In focus groups and seminars. 
Students met at the museum once a month to survey visitors 
and let o~ganlzers know what the public thought about creating 
an exhibit solely dedicated to Africa. 
As sixth graders, they even researched, designed. and built 
their own version of an exhibit that discussed misconceptions 
about Africa . The four-year-old exhblt continues to tour schools today. 
As seventh graders. the students produced. edited, hosted and. 
with some adult help. taped television programs about Africans 
In America. The shows aired on cable access Chonnell9 in 
Chicago. 
As eighth graders, the students learned about the museum's 
decision-making process and tried out ideas for the exhibit's 
interactive components with museum visitors. 
By the time they reached ninth grade. group members helped 
assemble some of the interactive displays, like the section where a 
tug on a weighted rope gives a sense of the strength it takes to 
draw water from a well. 
Individuals involved in the exhibit's development included lsobel 
Neal. owner of the lsobel Neal Gallery. which features works 
by African and African-American artists. as well as others. 
Many observers said the making of the Africa Project marks the 
first time that so many non-museum professionals hod a hand In 
directing on exhibit so Iorge. School program coordinator Koren 
Hutt, who originated the Ideo of having kids work with developers 
and designers on the exhibit, explained, "I felt it was important for 
us to work a little harder and extend ourselves a little farther." 
PASSPOiT 
AFR·iCA 
A WORLD OF: DI:FFERE.NCE 
PEOPLE AND CULTURES AS 
DIVERSE AS THE LANDSCAPE 
By Brendan Brown 
One has to remember that Africa Is three times the size of the 
United States. The continent has 54 countries and more than 800 
different languages and d ia lects. That adds up to lots of people 
heading In their own directions. Just as Chicagoans and Texans 
d iffer. so do Abidjan. Ivory Coast Africans and Nairobi. Kenya. 
Africans. 
Still. common threads run through many African countries and 
cultures. and it is those similarities (as well as some distinct d iffer-
ences) that form the exhib it's focus. 
For example . the exhibit opens with a tour of 
Everybody talks about d iversity, going on 
about learning in a multicultural society and the 
need for understanding. But ask them about 
Africa and they draw a blank. Americans gen-
erally perceive Africa as a b lob with Egypt at 
the top, South Africa at the bottom, and a 
middle where a ll the jungles and natives and 
stuff ore. 
Africa Exhibit Director Debbie Mack thinks 
most Americans have a skewed perception of 
Africa. "They have the Impression of what they 
Americans generally 
perceive Africa as a blob 
with Egypt at the top, 
South Africa at the bottom, 
and a middle where all the 
jungles and natives and 
stuff are ... 
Dakar. the capital city of Senegal and home to 
more than a million people . Skyscrapers. hotels. 
an international a irport and the University of 
Dakar help form the landscape. 
On the opposite end of the spectrum. the 
exhibit looks at the lives of the Tuareg people of 
the Sahara. These Arable-looking, nomads travel 
through and around oases with caravans of 
camels and donkeys When they s op. hey build 
houses of goat sk1ns and palm f1ber mats. 
see In the media: she said . "And it's usually negative. with no 
history. It's a ll static - either famine or warfare. Not just that. it's 
a lways 'tribal warfare:· 
Therefore, the Africa Exhibit creators wanted to ensure that 
their fina l product represented the Africa s wide scope of 
people. cultures and landscapes. While they understood that 
even 15.000 square feet could not Incorporate a ll of the 
d lversltyond people of such a vast continent, they have at-
tempted to offer a "big picture· that will ·encourage people to 
do some reading and exploring on their own.· said Mack. 
WHERE YOUR PASSPORT TO 
AFRtCA TAKES YOU Z ,· .r I 
THE FIELD MUSEUM'S 
NEW EXHIBIT 
IDENTIFIES WITH AFRICA'S 
RICH HISTORY AND CULTURE 
By Michael Raclla 
Did you know that Africa has cities close to the size 
of Chicago, that It is only 5 percent rain forest, or 
that It is three times larger than America? 
In the Field Museum's Africa Exhibit. you can learn 
about the history. wildl ife, geography. and environ-
ments of this fascinating continent. and have fun while 
you ' re at it . 
Recommended and tested by teens. many of the 
displays are "hands on." designed to be touched and 
explored . Instead of reading some boring panel about 
the digestive tract of megaherblvores. you can play a 
game that shows how a giraffe's stomach breaks down 
food . Or you can stand almost toe-to -toe with a c harg-
Ing rhinoceros. and squeeze a replica of bellows used 
to separate metals from Impurities. Test your strength 
In the "dese rt : where a well with a rope attached lets 
you see how hard It Is to draw wate r from deep In the 
groun,d ... 
Bennie Welch , co-lead designer of the exhib it, 
thinks that the unusual mix makes the continent confus1ng for 
those w1th a Western mindset. Furthermore. Welch said , he 
ancient nature of many of the traditional cultures mixed w1th the 
novelty of the governments formed since colonia 1sm s fall makes 
Afnca a difficult place to define. He caut1ons aga1nst making 
snap judgments about African countries and their polit1ca l 
progress based on Western models. "I think 1t IS unfa1r to com-
pare our 200-year history with an African no ion's 2G- to 30- year 
Independence.· he said . Luckily for us, the Field Museum has 
brought the sweeping diversity of Africa closer to home 
--
-
Photo by Nicole Davis 
Following II a lilting a exhibit offerings. 
• COMMUNITY LIFE: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE 
SENEGALESE 
• ORIENTATION: FACTS ABOUT AFRICA 
• ART AND SOCIETY: SEE HOW THE ART OF 
CAMEROON, ZAIRE, AND BENIN EXPLAIN 
AFRICA'S SOCIETY, POLITICS AND CULTURES 
• ADAPTATION AND ENVIRONMENT: KENYA, 
TANZANIA AND CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: STUDY-
lNG THE LARGE ANIMALS OF THE SAVANNA 
I 
l 
AFRICA 101- A RAY OF HOPE 
ON MISTAUGHT SUBJECT 
By Michelle Caswell 
~a student at Kenwood Academy, I w~ 
shocked to md that my Modern World HistOIY cl~ 
made no mention of African cultures or of ooy 
peoples outsK:ie of Europe. The textbook. :A..I:!mri 
of the Modem World.' crammed Africa. ~'o. and 
South America into a chapter titled 'Europe's World 
Supremacy.· 
Unfortunately. my expenence ~not unique. The 
Field Museum's Amco Exhibit. however. promises to 
offer an al!emative learning experience. The exhibit 
helps both students and teachers learn more about 
the continent n a 'personal. positive way; said 
Maureen Herencia. rnthropology special~! in the 
museum's educaron department. Herenc'o sees 
the exhibit as both a 'truthful and uplifting" 
reflecfun of the recent educational push toward 
otrocentrism and oo illtbl sign of real chCJ'Ige. 
' Although more than 50 schoo~ have some form of 
fhe Amcan-centered curriculum, many students still 
teel the schoo~ have a long way to go. Recent 
Kenwood graduate Jeff Rugh thinks most schools 
ore not yet fully committed. 'There's a level of 
ecognition and tolerance, but never oreal 
enrichment.· he said. He YJ'fS h~ h~tory classes did 
J10thng to change the popular belief that Africa ~ 
·a jungle with savages running around with bones in 
their noses.· Rugh has tried to learn ci>out Africa in 
other ways. 'You have to educate yourse~- you 
can't count on your !eachers to do that." he sold. 
Students at schoot throughout the city share 
Rugh's dissatisfoctk>n. "Alii know~ that Africcrls 
come here on "the boot and some European countries 
hod !errltones in Amca ... that's it: said Marcelle Forest. 
a senior at Sullivan High School. 
Students are hoping that the Field Museum exhibit wm 
improve the situation. Kenwood senior Qisha Weston 
expects the exhibit will help ·erode the line that h~ 
been placed between African h~tory and the h~tory of 
the rest of the world" not only n one school or one 
community, but globally. 
Exhibit Director Debbie Mack thinks the project w~l 
provide an easy-to-absorb presentat'f:Jn of Africa for 
previously ·culturally ilfitera!e • classes by appealing to 
all five senses and bringing abstract ideas down to a 
concrete level. Mack oro believes that the conslontly 
updated exhibit will elimina!e 'the lO.yeor !extbook 
log" and give teachers a con !ext and perspective for 
better understooding Africcrl cultures. 
Regardless of the reasoning behind the Eurocentric 
view of histOIY. many students worry about its effects on 
the future, especial~ the future of Black youth. 'If Black 
people don't find out about their history soon, all 
remnoots of it wil be lost." sdd Kenwood sophomore 
Morgan Horns. 
Many students also believe ncre~ educaron 
would improve race relatk>ns by w~hing away 
stereotypes ood removing a certain degree of 
ignorooce. Many hope the exhibit wBI be so successful 
that classes like the one I took on modem world history 
wil become ~ outdated ~ the misconceptions ~ 
promoted. 
Inspired 
As I sit in the warm sun, 
absorb, release and take in 
Rhythms. 
• 
From drums. 
From Senegal. 
From Africa. 
Racing, refuvenating, inspiring. 
Blood flowing to the hand. 
Ink flowing to point. 
As two foin in Kente cloth, 
Holding on. 
A lifeline for 
Dancing. Life's dancing. 
Ills are cured 
And all is right. 
The break. 
And the rhythms repeat 
- Edward L. Lucious 
' 
AfRICA 
Anticipating wild savage beast 
Finding the cradle of dvllization 
Realizing my own 
Ingnorance of a people that was me. 
Carefully judging people from 
A starting point, now and forever ... 
-Mario KJdd 
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AFRICA: MYTH VS. REALITY 
People hove many misconceptions about Africa. Here we 
break down the most common stereotypes. 
Myth 1. All Atrcoos we tn grass huts 
Redrty-Some Atrcoos we In Simple homes. bot 
CJ!Es such os Doka. Senegal and Kinshasa. Zare 
offer modem homes and s~ropers ~ e 
Amencan cffies 
Reality· foliOINers of every mqor re ~10n n the 
workj- islam. JudaiSm. Chnslialiiy CJld Bud:Jhlsm · 
ae found n A'nco 
Mytt\ 6 A'rca IS Cle'iOid c' •ecnno10gy 
Myth 2. Afrco 5 one b~ Jungle 
Red !y· Africans have been sme l'IQ ~ton. gold and 
SINer os wei os mtltlQ cool ood cianooos tor 
centt:ries 
Realty-ActocJ"rt p.~ngles oo not exst n Africa The 
conment ooes. ha.Yever. have lush ron foresls. as Mytn 7 Mos· Atreans countries hoYe no form of 
government os sovoMa\S. and mCJ1)' mountonous areas 
Mytll3. Bes.des fwplicJlS and South Africoos ol 
Africans ae from the some eltloc group. 
Reaty-Hunaee of lldigenol! ~ hcNe 
i'dvO..d herl1oges. bogUCJi1e5 ald d5finct1y 
dfferent physCol craocterS!ics 
Myth 4 Afri:ons hcNe no CtJIIure 01 education 
Re<iity-Actl.dly. Africa is nch In culhMe aid 
edoco11on. ood if hal been that 'WC1f tor cenMies 
Maly scholars manm 1t1at the first ~was 
n the AfricallcilgOOm of Tmbuldu. a powerful 
center of leanilg <Jld culture 
Redi!y· Despite the upheovo of the coond peroo 
- when Eu opeCJ"6 abitrcriy d'ided tne en~ e 
conment anoog ltlemselves - the indeoe:lden 
African l'lCiticn olltle p00 rxm ol ki1<:t of 
governments rnd poltcd systems tksry of mese 
countries ore aemocratic reouok:s tnot have 
remcr~ed reasonably stci>le 
Myth 8 AI Afrtons ae poor ad sloMlg 
Redity- A Widespread fomne. b'oug on 'CJ( o 
p-oonged droognt CJ'd pc>G!ico squcbbGng. eft 
m<J1Y people h Eosi Afrtrn co nil'~ - most 
notably SomdKl - ravaged But elseWhere on the 
conment.lllCJly Africa\S eat m fine restwrrnts 
Most countries hoYe a sizecble c~ of the some 
finalcbl status we Ameocons cdl ' mOde clcss" 
WHEN NIGHT IS WRONG 
~ri{ltls~ 
ArtJ ttlt Is ill btNrt 
1hs #IBd ptditxs ta.t.a; tJs trh:t 
A utu; 1{/t trtam'JJ 
M bs tBisd ltciMn 
Farrs'Clani lnl KiVS row lf!dl:sd t> pEMnS. 
WBJ tJs ,aiTfJn amss 
Rtmtls«<edtls-'\ 
A!ytn tms Mix)., 
0&¥' rd ilfJs tttt 
Fcrtmswltl~ 
Knt:1tv 6\el ctriTI tJs dJy 
Allrblsdamnst81, 
.,..Is,.,~ 
R1B )QI11 M87bs 
.trrplnl nn oonua 
91rJdsdlefX8Ydi7HTSd 
Elmsdlnl~&elraJ§ .... ..,~...-~ 
LossdsaJB~ 
fMj»{1·D· 
$ld5 rtiNBI'IJtie1 tm.gJ trnatlnllll 
8ttJi(1 rBNMBtonrirnwld 
-EdMldLltr:bB 
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rASSPORT 
A.FRlCA 
REl;IVING THE l'EA.RS 
EXPLORING THE DIASPORA 
BRINGS INFORMATION TO LIGHT 
By Edward L. Luclous 
And you thought you were upset after reading the "Auto-
biography of Malcolm X.· 
Well. walt until you experience the diaspore section of 
the Field Museum's Africa exhibit. 
cells In the lower chambers of these huge stone buildings 
awaiting transport to the Americas and the Caribbean. They 
were often beaten and branded like cattle with the mark of 
their captors. 
From the holding cell visitors are lead to a replica of the 
hull of a slave ship. equipped with the sounds of African men 
and women telling stories about the horrors of the Middle 
Passage. Overhead. sighs and moans mingle with the 
sounds of other activity around the ship. Murals provide a 
sense of how cramped and inhuman the conditions were. 
Before long. one begins to sense the gruesomeness: men 
and women chained to one another 
The section recreates In horrific 
detail the capture and enslave-
ment of millions of African men. 
women and children. It also ex-
poses the Inhumanity of the 
treacherous journey to the Ameri-
cas known as the Middle Passage. 
Before long, OIJ- ,,beglns to sense 
the gruesomtnt~ss_: men and 
women chalnflltto'~·c;lie another 
so close,::t68t::tlf,fl.re:·::;W«~s only 
room to move;,.tfre flfli a few 
so close that there was only room to 
move the head a few inches; the 
unbearable stench of feces (slaves 
were forced to deflcate on them-
selves); bodies bruised so badly by 
iron clamps and chains that bones 
show through the little muscle tissue 
covering them. 
~ . 
For many young people, this 
section of the exhibit will provide 
what our educational experience 
has not- a hard and accurate 
Inches; the unbeatable stench of 
feces; bod~es,,,/)ruJ$eC! so badly 
by Iron clamps -~nd dhalns that 
bones show through the little 
muscle tissue covering them. look at the abduction of Africans from their homeland and the 
atrocities they endured under slavery. 
Dlaspora. a term used In the Old Testament to describe 
the scattering of Jewish colonies after the Babylonian exile. 
Is also the name given to the capture and dispersion of 
Africans during the slave trade. The exhibit Is organized In 
three stages. taking you from the point of abduction. 
through the horrors of the Middle Passage and finally to the 
auction block. 
The first stage Is a recreation of one of the forts Cor 
"castles" as some were called) usually found on the west 
coast of Africa. African prisoners were held In dark. dank 
W·or _;ND:· -E·····;R.)l: A. N= :o:·. •' ~ . ~ )· , .. . ..... / . ,,; .. : . .. ; / ,, .. ; .. : .. ....  ~ 
VISITORS WILL GET A WIDE VARIETY 
African terrain, vegetation and wildlife abound 
By Jessica Olson 
Africa has been stereo-
typed as the "Dark Conti-
nent." a wild. barbaric land-
scape filled mostly with 
jungles. In reality, Africa Is a 
study of contrasts. It Is a land 
of rushing rivers and dry. 
barren deserts. But it Is also 
a land of towering mountains 
and lush. rolling fields. 
The Field Museum's Africa 
Exhibit demonstrates the diver-
sity of the land through walks In 
savannahs. plains. forests . 
deserts. and mountain ranges. 
Bennie Welch. co-lead de-
signer of the exhibit. said visi-
tors should take from the ex-
hlblt a better sense of the 
majesty and complexity of 
the vast African landscape. 
"I want people to see that 
Africa can be beautiful. It can 
be ugly. It can be mysterious 
and It can be very straight-
forward." he said. 
Starting in the eastern part 
of the continent. the exhibit 
travels through the modern 
city of Dakar. Senegal. 
As a contrast. the exhibit 
visits Africa 's woodland 
plains. The continent's 
mega herbivores - large 
plant-eating animals like 
giraffes. black rhinos. and 
Leaving the slave ship. you are led 
to the auction block and a recreation 
of a slave auction scene. There you 
stand. with bidders and auctioneers 
examining you from head to toe. 
dickering over your price and extol-
ling your various skills. or physical shortcomings. 
The auctlonexperlence may be painful, but it is important 
for us to learn as much as we can about the African 
dlaspora. so that we may have a clearer understanding of 
our past. present and future. 
Just as we students are asked never to forget the horrors of 
the Jewish Holocaust. we should not erase the evils of the 
slave trade from our collective conscious. Unfortunately, too 
many of us remain In the dark about this period. One hopes 
that viewing the Africa dlaspora section will bring many out 
of the darkness. 
hippopotami - are shown 
relating to the environment 
and other animals. Charts, 
graphics and Interactive 
displays show how these 
giant animals digest food. 
their skeletal systems' struc-
ture and how they defend 
themselves. 
The exhibit Includes posed 
specimens. like the life-like 
hippopotamus and the black 
rhino. who feeds lazily on 
bushes. and pieces of bark. 
Standing nearly five feet tall 
and weighing nearly a ton. 
the rhino Is built more like a 
sturdy machine than an 
animal. 
Next are the volcanoes 
and savannahs of East 
Africa's Great Rift Valley. 
Nestled on the borders where 
the countries of Rwanda. 
Zaire. and Uganda meet. the 
slopes of the Virunga Volca-
noes are covered with moist. 
dense. vegetation. 
A section on gorillas cen-
ters on expressive color pho-
tos of the large black ape. 
His large. black eyes look so 
thoughtful. so intelligent. He 
can walk on two feet and 
grasp trees with a hand that 
has four fingers and a thumb. 
From there. you walk through 
savannahs. and then onto 
an area with wells and cam-
els much like the Sahara 
Desert. 
The exhibit may not be the 
real thing, but it's a good first 
step on the journey to discov-
ering all Africa 's wonderous 
lands offer. 
PASSPORT 
AfRlCA 
A WOMAN OF SPIRit 
ORISHA-VUDU PRIEST ADEKOLA 
Chicagoan shares reclaimed heritage at exhibit 
By Pamela Wilkerson 
On the surface, Adekola Is a very typical suburban wife and mother 
Her mornings ore filled with shuttling the kids off to school, planning meals, 
and making arrangements with baby sitters But A de kola 1s not just any 
wife and mother. She also sings jazz, is on African storyte er does a wealth 
of communrty service work and is a priest in the Onsho-Vudu relig1on 
'Typical" isn't a word you con use to describe Adekola. a Maywood 
resident, who helped research and provided ort1focts for the Africa 
Exhibit. 
You notice that the moment you see her She's usually dressed In long, 
colorful sktrts, matching head wraps, her wnsts covered n bracelets, her 
neck accentuated with several strands of beads Herre 1g1on. Orisho-
Vudu, is a form of West African worship steeped 1n Yorubo tradition 
According to Adekolo, Onsha refers to here g1on's many gods and 
their special properties. Vudu means the gods ore block. Followers of 
Orisho-Vudu maintain that the multiple deit1es govern the powers and 
properties of the heavens and earth as well as emot1ono and physical 
well-being. It is a belief that has governed Adekolo's hfe for nearly 20 
years 
Adekolo, born Judith Williams. IS a Chicago notrve. At ages x. her 
father. upset over the drugs and crime creep1ng 1nto their Altgeld Gar-
dens area neighborhood, moved the family to Muskegon, M1ch. Aoeko1o 
studied speech and theater at Mlch1gan State Unrvers:ty where her sense 
of block nationalism and her Afncon consciousness were ro1sed, and she 
took on African nome. 
She has been Involved In the OriSho-Vudu religion since 1977 n college, 
she jolnedthe Republic of New Afnco (RNA), a pan-Africontst group that 
promoted the forging of political and economic links between all people 
of African descent. Though RNA was a politiCO! and not are 1g1ous group, 
Adekolo's Interest In African religion was heightened by an RNA member 
who become her spiritual adviser and godfather Under his tutelage, she 
trained for the pnesthood 
Although she was deeply involved 1n political and spiritual octNrty, 
Adekolo remained true to her love of performing, and she travelled across 
the country singing and acting In both and Iorge and small scale produc-
tions. While appearing In a play In Milwaukee In the late 1970s ,she fell In 
love with on Afrocentric director and playwright named Shongo Dina. He 
was Intrigued by, among other things, her Involvement In Orisho-Vudu 
Within four years they were married, and Shongo, too, was Initiated Into 
the priesthood. 
In 1981 , the couple moved to Chicago. Shongo Dina, who still writes 
and directs, Is on associate professor of theater at Chicago State Univer-
sity. They have four children: Mosl. 16; Maklnde, 11; Nolmo, 9, and Asobl, 5. 
Performing remains a large part of Adekola's life. Besides 
ministering to the spiritual needs of the members of the Shongo 
Temple where she worships, she performs blues. jazz and pop num-
bers In clubs throughout Chlcagoland. She also appears In public 
schools and libraries. Introducing new generations to the wonders 
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NE thoughts My Hero 
At the 
By Dawn Pmy 
Julian High Sch~ 
Mercy of Who is my hero? Only one name can come kl mnd I don~ knCM' h1m, yet I love 
the Mosh htm. He's so sweet and divtne Whe-e is rrrt hEro? CaJkj I EMil' magire 
By Erica Cluisttll5fll su:h a~? So beauW, ard Sl.dl per1oct 
Morpn Park Hi&h School peaca. CCl.*j I rON see his 00!? 
Uke an ancient When does my hero help me? Anytrne 
tribal rttual. I'm 1n lrOlble Well, when 00es he come? 
A sea of savages He's nght lt'ere on the double 
Prance about, Does he hate me when I'm bad, ()( Roaring 
And throwing fists in the air. even care when I'm sad? 
Chaotic. No, my hero never hates ard he tells 
And blood thickening. me to do the same And when he's 
fillShed With me. 111 be glad he came 
Pandemonium' 
Battering drums and Who IS lhs hero so perfect and so 
Throbbing bosses 0011? He's one yoo need kl get kl krow 
Rumble 1n my chest tel he's n every one of yoo 
Uke an electric shock My hero IS a sp10t Wlltltn yoo and me 
Guitars shrill like wildcats He was SEJ'It here be f()(e us kl set ru 
I m smothered 50Us free 
By sweltering Even ttnJgh he wasn1 taken saOously Wet 
Bodies. and was re~ked by rrost. he was taken 
A tidal wave to that wooderrus place atxlve where he 
Of bloodthirsty fans j006d the heavenly host 
The stampede IITUy doo1 know h1m yet I woold one 
of day like to meet hm I have k>und h1m. 
Wild butfalos but I somebmes doo't pease htm. 
Suffocates How can yoo fird t'lm? Reach deep And crushes me. 
As the aria of tni> yoor heart Look at a of the bad 
Death 
thngs yoo've dale and make a fresh reN 
start 
Blasts through the speaker Irs never too Ia~ to meet rrrt hero JUSt 
I'm at the get lt'ere tn bme bebe your body 
readles 30 below zero 
Mercy 
No you don't know where 11 Will be, OOf 
Of the when It's bme Yoo better get to know htm 
Moshl qlick, yoor soul's CJl the hne 
Why? 
By KeU. Ltt 
Lincoln Park High School 
When you see me on the street 
passing by 
Say 'Hi' to me. 
When you see me on the stree~ 
passing by 
Wave to me. 
When you see me on the stree~ 
passing by 
Don't throw your signs at me, 
expecting me to respond 
Why must you kill me? 
To try to get the best of me. 
Why can't you see? 
That the deVJI of the \lt'Orld want 
you to hurt me! 
So, hey you, on the treet passing 
b), 
Put do\ltn your igns and guns 
And \Itt can be the generation that 
finally won! 
... ~-' ~ I 
~ I I (-!1' ~ lA 
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Illustration by Sol2 lliintunde, UC 
My Dearest Father 
By Oa\id Paniagua 
Benito Juarez High School 
Our dear Lord above works m mystenous ways, 
A breath of hfe he gave tO us, 
To rerum tO hun we count our days. 
God gave tO me the dearest father of them all, 
And mOI.her too, now one hell call 
I loved him so deeply, 
My heart it will break, 
For now h1 soul my dear Lord will take. 
He lived hiS hfe the best he saw fit, 
For the love of m) father ho\\. hard it will hiL 
Bur I kno\\ he \Iolii be w1th our dear Lord in the sk), 
And so shall \I.e as the )eaiS pass us b} 
Rush~ to the from. 
A \I.e lose our dear loved one a scar that wont heal, 
The uue meaning of life our dear Lord \\ill reveal. 
I'll mis~ )OU deJr Father a00 lo\e }OU so moch, 
One da} I'll be there and once again \I.e will be m touch. 
The hardshJp and pain \1.-e all shared on thiS earth, 
we all meant to be from the urne of our bmh 
~;).i 
so tom} dearest father \\hom I\e loved from the vel) start, 
Your love \\-111 remain the one half of my heart . .. 
DORA LA COUTURE 
NE owes an apology to Chasny Daron of Kenwood 
Academy, for running her poem, "Excuse·, Excuse '' under 
the name of Lato}a Buchanan in our October 1' ue. We 
hope you'll end u orne more of your great tuff, and v.e 
promise next time to give you credit! Cotillion 
Flower Girl 
Dresses 
Rental Available 
Full Figure 
Women All Sizes 
10°/o OFF 
WITH THIS AD 
•Fashion 
Consultant 
•custom 
Design 
•sewing 
Instruction 
BRIDES AND 
BRIDESMAIDS' 
GOWNS AND OTHER 
SERVICES I~ il *13 ~ tl3 #I 
clothing & accessories lor women 
at prlcoa you'll love 
H07/ZONS 
Youth Services 
A Safe, Fun Space for 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Youth 
. Drop-In Center 
. Discussion Groups 
. Activities 
. Education and Outreach 
8246 S. Kim bark 1-800-894-7222 374-8863 2501 N. Clark 248-1761 
961 Montana St. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Call472-6469 (Day) or 929-Help (6-10 p.m.) 
327-4357 (TID forHearlng Impaired) 
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Who said you ~o were qualified to ~ve advice? 
Dear advisors, 
Tell me how and why you are qualified to give advice, and how would you 
feel if sorreorc killed him cr herself bex:ause of your advice? 
Ayitey Hulede, Hyde Park Career Academy 
Adrienne's Answer 
Dear Ayitey, 
I'm qualified because I am very 
empathetic, and I can relate to 
anybody. I know what's going on 
and I have received training in the 
counseling department I work 
swnmers as a volunteer counselor at 
a 4-H camp in Southern Illinois. I 
am a member of the Peer Interven-
tion Program at my school. That's 
why and how I'm qualified. 
I really don't think that my advice 
will ever affect anybody m such a 
negative way that they would die or 
be seriously cmouonally injured. If 
ll docs. then that person has 
problems I can't help them w1th, 
they need to see a psychiatrist. 
Ed's Ans wer 
Dear Ayitey, 
I'm qualified because ... hell, I don't 
know. Of course I have no profes-
sional credentials to brag about, but 
everybody around here thinks I'm 
cooler than a fan. I can only give you 
my opinion. but you've got to admit, 
sometimes it will have you rolling 
(laughter, not blunts). If we did get a 
letter that serious, we'd refer them to 
someone more qual1ficd.Anyway, try 
to lighten up and stop doing that 
other thmg. Next time you write, I'll 
give you the Shaft Abuse hotlinc 
number. 
Photo of Ed and Adrienne 
by Ewa Samacka, 
Starr Photographer, Lane Tech 
Youth 
AI s 
etwork Saving tlte nut generation begins now ... tltue an no 
rrtort tomo"ows 
Presents 
"Changing Our Ways" 
A Walk For Life 
November 20th 1993 • Time: 8 a.m .-12 p.m. 
10 mile walk run or bike 
Starting Time: 9 a.m. 
From: 57th & Lake Shore Drive 
(Museum of Science and Industry) 
To: Jackson at Lake Shore Drive 
For More Information Call: 
(312) 538-1090 
Ed and Adriefl!le Photo l7y 
Ewa SaTftaclcLJ. Lone Tech 
Faithful boyfriends & girl· 
friends or cheating scum? 
Dear advisors, 
Why do girls want ooy to be 
faithful to them, but they don't 
want to be faithful to ooys? Also, 
why do girls get totally upset 
wren they catch tre ooys, arrl 
wren the ooys catch the girls, they 
want everything to be all right? 
Anthony Robinson, Hyde Park Career Academy 
Adrienne's Answer 
Dear Anthony, 
Many girls are very faithful, you've just got to fmd 
them. Don't judge all girls by one personal experience. 
Many boys have faithful girlfriends. If your girlfriend 
isn't faithful, that means that you are not keeping her 
interested. 
Give her a reason to be faithful to you. 
When a girls gets caught up, she doesn't want to 
leave her boyfriends. She wants both of them, if she 
didn't she would break up with one. So a girl would 
naturally want everythJng to be all right between her and 
her man. She can't choose one, so she wants both. Boys 
and girls react dtfferently to d1ffercnt situations. Girls 
are more emotional. In most instances, a girl's feelings 
for a boy grow quickly. She wants everythmg to be all 
right when she's caught up. A boy's feelings don't 
develop half as fast. 
Bottom hne, if you don't want her to be angry with 
you, either don't get caught up or go out with only one 
girl. 
NEntertainment 
Illustration by Sola Akllintunde, LIC 
Ed's Answer 
Dear Anthony. 
Grrls arc sick hkc that. They expect you to 
be perfect whtlc they go off and get thetr 
jollies w1th your cousin. Not that it's ever 
happened to me, but my cousin will get over 
11. Eventually. Anyway. too much TV and 
female acts like Smooth (Female Mac) and 
SWV (Downtown) arc contributing to the 
declmc in the collective intelligence of a lot of 
women. Try to keep your woman away from 
the TV and rad1o. 
Who knows why gtrls get totally upset 
while we 'rc just supposed to take 11. Next 
time your woman gets tOtally upset, say, Tm 
sorry for chcaung on you.· Then dump her. I 
mean, if you cheat on her she'll do it to you 
eventually anyway and you'd deserve it . If 
you catch her. don't get upset. Just tell her 
polnely that you won't be bnnging any more 
oats to her stable and that her saddle 1s sull m 
the cleaners. Make sure you do this in front of 
all her friends and yours. If that docsn 't work, 
jllit send us those p1cturcs she told you not to 
show anybody. We'll hook her up. 
"Demolition Man" unrealistic look at future 
By Eboney Ldon, Staff Writer Although the 
l:niversity of Dlinois at Clticago movie was a bit 
I magine a world where the worst crime committed is graffiti - which s immediately removed by a 
special wall. Peace reigns, no guns 
exist except for in museums, and, to 
keep the peace, police officers carry 
onl} glow rods (used to make people 
unconscious). 
surreal, the writers' 
concept of how the 
future will be was 
insightful. It's always 
interesting to be able 
to put an image to the 
unknown. It was 
evident that the 
producers went 
through great pains to 
get their image across. 
Now, imagine in this same world 
the ban of the exchange of bodily 
fluids (no kissing, no sex - they do this 
weird thing with a pair of headsets 
instead, no more toilet tissue- they do 
another weird thing with three 
seashells), and worse than all of that 
because Taco Bell won the franchise 
war • the only restaurants that exist in 
this world is Taco Bell. Well, if you 
can envisiOn all of th1s, that's the year 
2032. 
The movie begins 
in the year 1996. 
John Spanan 
(Stallone) is on the 
Simon Phoenix (Snipes) shows who's boss. 
I must admit, I wasn't enurely 
enthused about gomg to see "Demoli-
tion Man." I mean, the hero's most 
memorable lines were,"Yo, 
Adnenne," from Rocky, and the 
thought of Wesley Snipes in a blond 
not-quite-a-fade fade was not too 
appealmg. However, I found I 
enjoyed this movie more than I 
thought I would, not necessarily for 
track of the psychotic vtllain, Simon 
Phoenix (Snipes). Through an 
urtforrunate rum of events, both of 
them end up in jrul for rehabilitation. 
Jail, however, cons1sts of the 
prisoners gening rumed into 
popsicles while being morutored by a 
warden. Their indtv1dual rchabihta-
uon programs are filtered mto thc1r 
minds by linle electrodes. Both arc 
sentenced for 70 years. Simon 
Phoenix gets out of jail in a wa1 only 
a psychotic could and begins to 
wreak havoc. The police force 
unaccustomed to dealing with 
Phoenix's brand of violence, (they 
had to look up the meaning of 187) 
thaws out John Spartan to assist 
them. The rest of the movie is frurly 
predictable as Spartan tries to 
conquer Strnon Phoenix through a 
mynad of tactics. 
.___=-==--------------------_J the plot, but for the concept behind it. 
The movie's plot is extremely 
predictable, the only difference 
being the setting. But the movie 
was entenaming - it gave a really 
mteresung view of the furure. And 
if you don't see the movie for any 
other reason, Sylvester Stallone has 
indeed been working out and he 
shows his body a whole lot. As for 
the guys, Just see It to um .... well, for 
Its extreme ment (Yeah. Right). 
ntertalnment 
By Ana Cabrera 
City Editor/Features 
Whitney Young 
Saturdays : 
Business/Scienceffech 
workshop offers helpful 
assistance in choosing and 
pursuing careers. Reserva-
tions required. 747-4447. 
Nov. 6 at 10:00 a.m. on the 
4th floor of the Harold 
Washington Library. 
Nov.6 
Club de Rock will be 
celebrating itS inaguration at 
112 N. Green. Admission is 
$5. Call 688-3408 for more 
infromation. 
Nov. l3 
{Field Museum's Africa ' 
exhibit opening This major 
new exhibit will tell the 
magnificent and gripping 
story of this continent 
through the eyes of Africans 
and African Americans. 
American Indian Center 
presents 40th annual Pow-Wow at 
the International Amphitheatre. 
Doors will be open from 10 a.m. to 
10 p.m. Call 275-5871 for more 
information. 
Wailing Souls will be at the 
Cubby Bear. 
Sundays: 
China Club, at 616 W. Fultan 
hostS its 17 and over party every 
Sunday starting at 9 p.m. 
The Mexican Fine Arts Museum 
will be celebrating the ' Day of the 
Dead ' with an exh1b1t until Decem-
ber 5th. The museum is located at 
1852 w. 19th. 
Nov. l4 
American Indian Center 40th 
annual Pow· Wow. 
The Violent Femmes will be at 
Metro. 
Nov. 21 
The Bullet Boys will be at Metro. 
NEways to make a difference 
Htlpilg ycHJ tum ycHJr 1ptr1 Ume Into tlrnt well IP'flt 
Flood needs teens to 
help harvest hope 
By Bao Li, Staff Writer, Wh.itney Young 
I September 1992, the publicans organization Sculpture Chicago asked four artiStS to create a 
project explaining a societal problem. 
Mondays: 
Nov29 
Winnebago Traditional Dancers 
will perform at 5:30 at the Chicago 
Cultural Center located at 78 E. 
WashingtOn. 
These Native American dancers 
(based in Wisconsin) have kept alive 
the centuries old traditions of the 
Winnebago nation through perfor-
mance. Free admissiOn. 
There's No Sex Like Safer Sex: 
Puszh Studios wtll be showmg the 
Wizard of A.I.D.S. a musical 
comedy educatmg the audience on 
H1V/AIDS prevention. Reservation. 
required. call 327-02J 1. 
Tuesdays : 
Nov. 16 
BJOrk will be tn conccn at 
Park west. 
Nov. 23 
Metro will be hostmg the Boo 
Radley concen. 
Wednesdays: 
Nov. 24 
INXS in concen at the Aragon. 
Dec. I 
Janet Jackson in concert at the 
Rosemont Horizon. 
Thursdays: 
Nov. 4 
The National Parent Committee 
for Youth Spon Conference "' ill be 
held. For more informauon call 
702-8288. 
Cracker m concen at Metro. 
the proJeCt. to raise 
fWJds, help out at the 
garden, or help get 
the Flood staff into 
the schools to educate 
other~. Flood need 
600 a month for rent 
and ulil!t.ics. 1llat 
doccm't count the 
<:ecd .• or anythmg 
else. 
The group agrees 
that Flood has an What Wendy Jacob. Richard 
House, Laurie Palmer and John Ploof 
created was Rood. 
Rood, a hydroponic garden, at 
1769 W. Greenleaf uses chemicals 
rather than soil to grow plants, to 
protect against environmental 
contamination. The group chose the 
name Flood to convey the image of a 
force of people spreading throughout 
the city to help the sick. 
And Rood does JUS! 
that- it helps the sick. 
Flood distributes the 
various vegetabl~ and 
therapeutic herbs to 
AIDS service organiza· 
lions, such as Oucago 
House, Bonaventure 
Lauri~ Polmu ons~cts o voriety of leu ice wh1le voiW'Iturs work 
in the bock of the gorckn ckdicot(d to tJu· AIDS p0l1ents 
1mponant purpose 
tx)Oml scrvmg the 
sll·k - it's a pla~'t' 
House, and Open Hand Ch1cago. 
Some of Flood's volunteers arc HIY 
positive and take vegetables as well. 
About 75 bags of vegetables have 
been distributed since Rood began. 
Sculpture Chicago stopped 
sponsoring Flood in September. 
Horoscope 
Scorpio (Oct. 23· Nov. 21) 
Your energies after the first week 
will be more favorable. Emphasize 
timing. A Scorpian-Ycnus charm 
will attract a Taurus. Be receptive. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21) 
Don't take anything for granted. 
Remain objective and kind. You 
have a slight tendency to lake 
advantage. Be careful. Let a 
Gemini balance your mind·sct. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
You will display style and class. 
An artistic Libran will captivate 
you. Enjoy a cerebral encounter. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20· 
Feb. 18) You will be 
enterprising and 
successful with the 
help of a Pisces. 
Financial gain is 
mdicated. 
Pisces (Feb. 19· 
March 20) A famiJ y 
member will help you to see the 
truth about a friend. Listen and pay 
attention to a Cancer. Thc1r intuition 
will be on TAIWET. 
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
You'll Lake aim around the 23rd and 
Temporarily funded by a local bank, 
tt is trymg to d1scuss w1th community 
leaders how to continue. 
"We are surviVlng month by 
month," said House. Flood rrught 
not last through Christmas. 
Flood welcomes teen volutecrs tO 
for a couple of days 
gaining rcco&rni Lion 
will be sound. A wish 
you had been waiting 
for is highlighted. A 
Libra will mdulge you. 
Taurus (April 20-
Muy 20) You will have a 
universal appeal as the month 
begins. But don't let your ego ~oar 
too high. Be humble and ~ort out 
that special Gemini who will find 
you irreSJSliblc! 
Gemini (Muy 21-J une 20) 
Rmhusia~m awaits you towa1d the 
for people to meet 
and talk about AIDS. The creators 
believe the growth of the vegctnuon ~~ 
a link for people to expres them-
selves more freely When they are 
dealmg with something livmg, it's 
often easier 10 tnlk about AIDS. 
"Once," Palmer said, " a woman 
27th. Relax. Life will provtdc 
po uivc alliances with a Canc~r. 
This month you willussurcdl) ay 
the nght thing at thr nghttJrne.'' 
Cancer (June 21-.July 22) The 
fourth through the stxth y.J!I be an 
excellent time to be ll1vcrst' . Ht' 
confident and kCl'P ) our optwns 
Ohjl'Ctivc. Life Will bl' a "piccc or 
cake." Shure it wuhan Aquanan. 
Leo (.July 23·Au~.22) You.,.. ill 
h(' notJt'l'U at the end of wl'l'k one. 
A Tauru~ will find you puticnt, 
talented. and unieulutl'. Don 't show 
off! 
Fridays: 
Nov. 5 
Yancy BO)S and Gir ls Club will 
be hosung tts annual Fall Dance. 
The club is located at 6245 S. 
Wabash. Admi stan fee is $3. Call 
288-3230 for more information. 
Cracker at Metro . 
Squeeze at the Vic. 
Nov. 19 
The Lemonheads at the Riviera 
came into the garden and later, 
started talking about her brother who 
wa HlV pos1!1ve. She said that it 
was pan of her life that she kept 
secret. The garden gave her the 
opponunll) to express herself. It 
was like a refuge \l.here she could 
open up." 
For more information, call 
761-71# or 262·9181. 
Do you know of any I 
service organizations or 
places that need teen 
volunteers? I If so, call us at (312)6-H· 
6.397, or"' rite us at : 
NE\\S}S to make a 
difference 
Youth Communication 
70 E. Lake Suite 815 
1
1 
ChicnRO, n.. 60601 
Virgo (AuJ.1. 23-Sept. 2:!) 
Personal ity and miriative will 
highlight the second '' cek. You 
will he a shimng Sllll' for il Gemuu . 
Your cham1 and manner ''til he 
difficult tO Tt'SI t 'IOU 'II b~· U 
!lAM. 
Libra (Sept. .23-0ct. 12) 'I ou 
will he un solid gnmnd ,\{tt'r the 
llth, \\ 1th II Jc\JtiOflShtp 'IOU Oll\\ 
know whut f~(·l~ L't)mfort•lhk. 
Don't let go of thut Scorplll, "ho is 
rdwhk and fanhful. 
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Comic R eview 
"Crying Freeman" may be 
black and white, but content 
is golden 
By Erica Miller·Mahin, City Editor/News, Kenwood Academy 
I f you are among the majority of comic book readers, you 
have probably never even 
picked up one that is black 
and white. Tilat would be a 
mistake, because then you 
would miss Crying 
Freeman. Although it may 
be possible to overlook 
Crying Freeman for its 
unshiny newsprint pages, 
it would only take a 
second glance to realize 
that the art is worth much 
more than its weight in 
gold. Ryoici Ikegarni, 
Crying Freeman's artist, 
has the gift of realism, as 
is seen in his very human 
looking charactors. 
"Crying Freeman" does 
not fall into the typical trap 
of black and white comic 
books, that is, one never 
gets the feel ing that they 
are publishing from some 
obscure comer of Kinko's. 
In fact, it contains many 
detailed , shaded panels 
"Crying Freeman"fealures excellent black and while 
artwork. 
that have more clarity than most artist 's originals. 
If you are the average comic book reader, then you usually are willing 
to go past the plot if the art demands it, and therefore "Crying Freeman" is 
for you. If not, I am sorry to say that the only factor of this book that"s 
quality is equal to its budget is its writing. But then again, if you're 
expecting classic writing from a comic book, you're probably used to 
disappointment. 
ITJF \YCQ)UJ JP~&N CQ)N 
§JPJENIO)JINCG ILJE~§ &VJrooo 
NE interview with ... 
Ciaran Fitzgerald is small but his 
success is huge 
Keyosha Moore, Staff Writer 
• emember when you were 10 years old and 
played the star tree in the school play? You 
were in the limelight and everyone watched, 
while you shook your bottom off to make the leaves 
fall. 
Well, 10-year-old Ciaran Fitzgerald, who stars in the 
recently released movie" Into The West," has taken 
that role of tree and planted it into a more fertile soil. 
" Into The West" is Ciaran ' s fifth film in less than 
five years. His resume includes the movies "My Left 
Foot," "Fools Of Fortune," "The Miracle," and "Far 
And Away." "I started acting when I was 3," 
Ciaran, a native and resident of Dublin, Ireland, 
explains. "My brother and I used to dress up and mom 
decided that we should go to an acting school, so we 
did ." 
In his newest movie, Ciaran plays Ossie Riley, the 
son of Papa Riley (Gabriel Byrne), an Irish traveler 
who rejected the basis of his nomadic roots after his 
wife died giving birth to Ossie. Along with Ossie, Papa 
Riley travels with another son by the name of Tito to 
Dublin to escape the demeaning ways of other travelers. 
Soon his grandfather returns and he and his brother are 
introduced to a horse (Tir na nOg) to whom they become 
attached to, an attraction that later brings some unwanted 
attention. Noel Hartnett, a horse owner, decides that he 
wants Tir na nOg. Ossie and his brother catch on to his 
scheme and they are out to save their true fri end. With the 
help of Papa Riley and his friend Kathleen (Ellen Barkin) 
the boys save the horse and go off on a journey, a journey 
from which none of the four will ever return - a journey 
into the west. 
" ' Into the West" was a fun movie" to make, Ciaran 
said. "I leamed ... to travel. I also got to do another movie, 
and it was nothing like 'My Left Foot' or ' Far And Away.' " 
Ciaran added, however, that each movie has had an 
effect on him, helping him grow. Now, Ciaran says he is 
longer afraid to be by himself, even if it means setting new 
roots elsewhere. 
Conroy, Fitzgerald, and their beloved 
horse, Tir nanOg. 
SHOO-BAZAAR 
· cuT IT. OUT! 
FREE SOCKS 
WITH ANY 
SHOES PURCHASED! 
, ~ ; ~ · .. 
": 1 ) ( i ! , :;· .. 
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BRAND NAME SHOES $ ((])
0 
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PRICED FROM ... QJJ 
SHOO-BAZAAR INFO HOTLINE 1-800-801-SHOO 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK! SE HABLA ESPANOL 
W(())Iffi.'Il'JBI§ IIID>JE A~MI JI 'JI' AG:B:/:?U~A§J::~ :i 
3130 N Lincoln Ave. 4023 W. Armitage 
528-8600 384-7500 
§ (()) llJ 'II' lffi § II TI» IE: lF' A lffi. N (()) ~ ?:?.: 
4831 S. Ashland Ave. 
890-1300 
§ (()) llJ 'II' IHI §II JD) lE 
3443 S. Halsted 
927-7779 
WJE §'II'§ IIJD) lE 
1418 N. Milwaukee 
278-4100 
1640 W. Howard 
508-1900 
~W IL(())<CA 'h"J(())N 
9028 S. COMMERCIAL 
374-4200 
HOURS:Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 10-7 
Tues., Wed. & Sat. 10-6: Sun. ll-5 
We accept checks American Express, 
Visa, Master Card, Discover. 
NE interview with ... Smooth says that nght now, she's 
focusing on her style. "I want to 
slowly progress and g1ve people more 
of me, to let them know who Smooth 
1s." But, she added, "I can't say 
exactly where I want to be" She 
named her smglc, "Female Mac", as 
what swnd.' out to her m her 1..areer so 
far, bctausc 11 fits her pcr\Onahty. "I 
try to give people the reverse of what 
the} would normall} hear from a 
male," she said. 
Smooth is a player ready to play it big 
By Manin Patttrson 
TeLos Angeles-born Smooth IS making a name for herself m the recordmg mdustry as a 
female arust. Her debut s1ngle, "You 
Been Played," from the "Menace II 
Society" movie SOlD1dtrack, was a 
smash hn. And her current smgle, 
"Female Mac" on TNT/J1ve 
Records, has been the most re-
quested song on Juke Box. 
Commg from a talented farrul)', 
(her mother was a local comedian 
and her brother is record J:I"(Xlucer 
Oms Stoke , who produced her most 
recent album, and who worked w1th 
Patti LaBelle, Bobby Bro~n and h1s 
own group, Immature), you could say 
it was Smooth' tum to take center 
stage in the entenammcnt mdustry. In 
an NE mterv1ew w1th Smooth, she 
SaJd though her mother and brother 
are in the cmcnammem field, and 
mtroduccd her to the bu.sine.'s as a 
ch1ld, "It ~as still very hard to get 
mvolved m the busme~s. Right now, I 
have a lot of ~ork I need to do, 
because I'm still not where I want to 
be." 
Smooth co-wrote and co-produced 
her whole album." A lot of women 
do not wntc thcu own music. I wrote 
my album So whrn )OU hear ~hat 
they (other women arc) saying, it's 
from a male point of vic~. It's not 
from a ~oman's pomt ofv1cw. The 
' 
11'1 
~rttE 
f{l){ft~£ 
way I wnte 1s how most of the 
women I know fe.el I wntc on the 
bas1cs of things that I've experienced 
or seen" 
Askmg Smooth how she felt 
female h1p hop rappers such a\ TLC, 
Boss, and Salt 'n' Pepa, express 
themselves about the viewpoint of a 
female, she said, ''I'm glad women 
such as Salt 'n' Pepa, Lyte. and Boss 
arc outspoken. be~.;ausc it is not 
expected for v.omcn to be outspokrn. 
In societ>'s eyes, ~e'rc su~ed to 
be qwet. I think because we are bemg 
outspoken, v.omen ~ould be stronger. 
and have a lot to -.ay." 
Smooth S<l)S ~hen male rapper.. 
hkc Luke, Icc CuiX', or Dr. Drc usc 
derogatory words towards w0mcn, II 
Kenwood 
doesn't bother her that rna) be in the1r 
C)CS, v.omen arc hke that. "I fee! that 
eveT)txx.ly who does mu.s1c, that g~ves 
them ever} nght to cxpre~ them-
selves how I.IlC) truly and hone~tl) 
fee " 
Sm th' only regret is not 
spcndlng as much ume w1th her 3-
month-old daughter Earanequa. 
Smooth's adv1cc to those wanting to 
follow her path 10 succc~s is to be 
pallent and ta} focused, bccaw·e t:nul 
he met her manager Atron GregoT), 
who's m the procc s of forming his 
own label. he d1dn 1 kno~ lf he 
~ou.d ever get a record deal. 
SIT' th sa> he feeL some 
brothers are dog·. but not to V.'OrT) 
bccaw c . he\ a f cmalc doS!. "I do 
ever: thing .... rrwn do. but m rc' ersc 
of a fcm.JIC o brother , )OU li) 10 
phl} SIT'OI. •h. )Ou'll be pla)ed." 
Music Reriew 
De La Soul's latest might 
blow up but it won't go pop 
B) l.trrJ Miller II 
0. nee again they'w done it. The) have dectrnated thc1r compeuuon in the rap 
industry v. ith no g1rnm1C~T}. no 
screaming bald head and no 
T1mbcrland\. 
De La Soul ha once agam proven 
that hardcore rap doe n't ne e ani) 
mean that }OU lu-.e to be hard. n'. 
all about Ionge' II] and . ucce;; 
W1th thc1r th1rd album Balloon 
Mmdstate, Posdnuo . TrugO), and 
Ma e have contmued to portra) rap 
through the1r C)CS and not those of 
the music mdustn In fat·t, Po. dnuo. 
comment on h1s feclmg about the 
mu 1c mdustry in tu fi.I'St verse of a 
song called "I am I be". Not onl> do 
they allow you to peer mto the1r 
mmd but, De La oul g1ve )OU an 
opponumt} to delve mto )OU.I'$elf 
v.11h an mstrwnt•nt.al of "I am I be" 
called "I bc Blowm"" Th1s p$tieu-
lar track 1s veT) dopt• because ~L!Ct'O 
PurJ..er of Jamc Brown fame pia)~ a 
beauuful hom solo De La al ·o 
• mtroduces a veT) talented female 4-
foot- I I m.c. by the name of, hor11e 
who rocJ..s the m1c on a part) Jam 
called " ln the Woods". 
There arc a number of guest 
appearances from other rnppt.·rs on 
the album and the musical produc-
tion IS ver vt•rsuu k. 
Overall, tht· album has son of a 
)all} feel. but to put 11 m the "ords 
of Pns hunsl'lf, 11\ "~mootht•t! out 
"llhout tht• R, · R " 
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Fall sports snapshots 
Above: The Kenwood men's crew team at the Indianapolis, 
Ind.Championship Photo by Nicole Davis, Photo Editor, Kenwood. 
Upper Left: South Shore Tars practice for another football season. 
Photo by Talisha Echols, Staff Photographer, Columbia College. 
Middle left: Kelly tries to maintain their no-loss season when 
playing Juarez in their eighth match. Photo by Judith Sanchez, 
Staff Photographer, Jones Metro. Lower left: Marshall Comman-
dos pump up to play the Collin Cobras. Photo by Lamont Gibson, 
Staff Photographer, Columbia College. Lower right: Joanna 
Green of the Lane Tech Swim Team practices her butterfly swim. 
Photo by Ewa Sarnacka, Staff Photographer, Lane Tech. Middle 
right: Curie's men and women's track teams competed against five 
other city teams. The meet was held at Dan Ryan's Forest Pre-
serve. Photo by Latoya Johnson, Staff Photographer, Curie. 
~arts 
Taft quarterback Stennis proves hard work pays off 
Sports for 
the disabled 
If you're physically 
disabled, you might say to 
yourself, "Sports aren't for 
me." Well, you don~ have to 
feel that way. 
p 
By Audrey Hudgins 
Stalf wrlttr, Taft High School 
ce can accomplish 
G. Never ever give 
This is the message I received 
from Marcus Stennis, a junior at Taft 
High School and the starting varisty 
quarterback. His words really 
motivated me. My buddy. My pal. 
My friend. 
"1 had to keep telling myself I 
could do it. I always knew I could. I 
decided never to give up. !learned 
never to give up on my dreams," 
says 17-year-old Marcus. Marcus, to 
me, is one of the best examples of an 
individual who had a posiuve outlook 
on the future for himself which was 
namely to play football. At 6'3" tall, 
this 180-pound junior not on1 y had 
the build of a h.tgb school quaner-
back, but he also had the natural 
talent to play football exceedingly 
well. 
However, 
Sometimes he will fumble a snap. 
And sometimes, when he's about to 
hike the ball, he will drop it. But his 
teammates (as well as his coach) 
really didn't notice his right arm WJtil 
he st.arted playing. When they did, 
the coach took h1m to a therapist to do 
exercises to help h1m wah balancmg 
with his arm so he doesn't drag 11. 
Stevie Thomas says he doesn't care 
who is quarterback as long as he can 
throw. The shonest on the team. (He's 
about 5-foot-4) Stevie said he knows 
how it feels to be left out or made to 
feel different, which makes hun 
suppon Marcus all the more. Marcus 
is proof, he said, that you can do 
anything if you JUSt put fonh an 
effon. 
Says teammate and Marcus's best 
fnend Shondell Hamson, ''I encour-
aged Marky to smve for n. H1s 
perseverance encourages me m return. 
Someumes wtule we pracuce on the 
field we help each other so we can 
play our 
0 when I close 
my eyes and 
think about 
how well he 
plays, I can't 
help but 
remember 
the most 
··1 had to keep tellin.9 myself 
po!>lliOns 
better. But the 
imponant thmg 
1 that we tnve 
to do our best 
and help each 
other and the 
I could do it. I always knew I 
could. I decided never to 
give up. I learned never to 
give up on my dreams.·· 
remarkable thing about this whole 
siruation -that he only plays with 
one arm. Marcus is unable to use his 
right arm from the elbow down. 
because he was born with klumpkes 
paralysis, which means that he has no 
feeling or movernem from his elbow 
to his fingertips. 
Because of this, Marcus has to use 
his left arm to the fullest ability in 
throwing, Catching, etc. 
team." 
"My dad, Ron Stenrus, my mom, 
Myra Stenrus, my sister Adrian 
Stennis and my Uncle Raymond --
these are the ones I send kudos to 
because they give me that family 
moral support," says Marcus. 
In his sophomore year, Marcus 
aided his fro-soph football team to 
sweep their section, becoming the 
Nonhem Sccuonal champs. After 
losing to Washington in t..1e playoffs, 
a lot of the team member decided not 
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to try agam. But Marcus vo1 d to 
come back stronger. He came back m 
his varsity year stnvmg to do tu~ best 
and to help h1 new team in ever) 
possible way. H1s ln.spmJllons 
mclude J1m Abbot and Randall 
"Skywalker" Cunrungham. Marcus' 
ab1ht> at passmg, rWJning and 
throWing IS stwuung. 
Marcus' future plans mcludc 
gomg 10 either Syracuse or FSL and 
1f and when he make 1tto the "b1g 
fields" m} boy sa} s, ''I'm gomg to 
help out other people v.ho ha\e the 
same d1sabllny I have and young lJds 
in the black eommurut) But~ much 
for the future R1ght nov. I JUst want 
to pass algebra/ tngonometry with an 
A." 
The V1rginia Wadsworth 
Wirtz Sports Program at the 
Rehabilrtation Institute of 
Ch1cago (RIC) offers classes 
for the disabled Jn strength 
and condittomng, sw1mmmg, 
tennis, basketball, wheel· 
cha1r softball and track ana 
roadracmg RIC has been 
ranked No. 1 in its field by 
U.S. News and World 
Report for the last three 
years. 
So 1f you're 
ready to get 
up and go, 
g1ve 
them a 
call at 
(312) 
908· 
4292. 
Sports 
November 
Calendar 12-13 Girl Volleyball State Final 
13 Girl Swimming SectionaJs; Football 
Quanerfinab 
Nov. 3 State Football playoffs first 
round 
19-20 Girl S"" imming 
State Finals; 
20 State Football 
Semifinals 
6 Girls Volleyball playoffs Super-
sectionals;Boys' and Girls Cro s-country 
State Final 
5-6 Boys Soccer State Final 
27 State Football Title 
Games (Cia..~o,se · 1 A-6A) 
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Sports line Homecoming revives much-needed school spirit 
Earnest Weatherby 
Sporta Editor 
Whltnty Young Tley've taken away a lot from the public high schools this year, like study halls, double periods and 
classes very important for graduation . 
However, the coordinators of the 
school shutdown have managed to keep 
SUPER SAVINGS FOR CHICAGO PUBLIC 
SCHOOL STUDENTS!! 
Rock. 
something that we all look forward to and 
also has allowed us to retain some of our 
ever-diminishing school spiriL Home-
coming ... and not just the dance. 
What brings on such a remark? Well, 
if you look in the stands at this year's 
homecoming game (regardless of what 
school you go to) you'll see the answer. 
For the first time all year, everyone will 
be in attendance and they will be happy 
to be in high school. You see, homecom-
ing is a time of excitement for all 
students. The competitive juices start 
flowing and things like Spirit Week get 
everyone into thinking that their school is 
the best thing since sliced wheat bread. 
"Homecoming is special because it 
brings the whole school together," 
Querida Scott, a sophomore at Dunbar, 
said."lt's nice to see everyone at the game 
because we have Little access to the 
stadium sometimes." 
Imagine that. a football game pulling 
a school together in the days of gang 
violence, drug dealing, and JUSt plain 
reckless abandon displayed by students. 
That's what Homecoming IS all about-
putting all your energy into supporting 
your football squad. 
How does this affect the players? Do 
they believe they should get pumped up 
just like the students? "No," John Rucker, 
a senior at Whitney Young, said, "We try 
not to act crazy because it tends to drain 
energy and we won't play well." Not that 
the players don't appreciate the attention. 
" To hear the crowd roar when my 
name is called out is very special to me," 
Lance Brown of Lane Tech said. "The 
pep rally can really get things going." 
This kind of spirit-lifting 
energy, so contagious 
throughout a school around 
Homecoming week, is what 
we need everyday, especially 
this year when every day that 
we are in school is important. 
So make sure you 
experience it(if you haven't 
already) .. even if you think 
your school is going to lose. 
Julia Garciaand Gilbert Nelenez were proud King 
and Queen of Lane Tech's Homecoming, buJ 
Homcoming is more than the dance. PJwto by Ewa 
SarnacJca 
Who knows? ..... your team 
just may appreciate all your 
efforts so much that they will 
fmally take one. 
Nah, you're right, they 
probably will lose! 
Kenwood swim 
team continues 
winning tradition 
B} ~1arcus Thomas, Staff Writrr, Ktn"ood 
E ver since Redrick Taylor took over the Kenwood Varsity boys swim team three years 
ago it has been one of the best swim 
teams in the city of Chicago. Under 
Taylor, Kenwood has been city 
champs for the past two years and in 
1991 it finished 26th in the state 
with a 28-1 meet record. Taylor 
hopes to have the same success in 
his first year coaching the girls. 
It should come as no surprise that 
Taylor has lofty expectations for his 
girls and boys teams this year. " [I 
expect] top 5 in the city and go to 
the city championships for the girls 
and a city championship and top 5 in 
the state for the boys," Taylor said. 
Heavy Metal. 
The boys team is led by seniors 
Dorien Warren and Eric Rzepka 
while the girls are a relatively young 
team, consisting mostly of freshmen 
and sophomores. Asked about how 
the team will do for the next few 
years, Taylor replied, " ... The next 
four years we'll be really strong, we 
have a lot of promise and I think 
we'll score heavily in the city and 
state championships ... we have a 
r:~~==========;;;;;;:y:;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil strong ahead of us." 
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Kenwood's girls team( shown above 
sJwws a lot of promise. PJwto by Nicole 
Davis. 
What's what when you're 
In the swim 
For trose rot familiar With the bas1c 
elements of a swim mee~ here they are.: 
• All four sw1mming strokes freestyle, 
back stroke, breast stroke, and butterfly. 
are iocluded; 
•. Distaoces range from ~ to 500 
yards in the Individual races and 1he 
200yard medley, wtuch IS ~ yards of 
rNery stroke, to the 400 yard freestyle. 
There is also the grueling ~onman which 
1s 200 yards of fNery stroke. 
-Marcus Thomas, Staff Writer, Km"ll·ood 
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